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There are three basic steps for wall layout:
1. Chalking: Mark wall locations on
subfloor by snapping chalk lines.
2. Plating: Cut plates to fit and arrange on
subfloor.
3. Layout: Mark stud and component
locations on plates.

Once everything is laid out, then you
can start framing (building) the walls.

Measuring wall locations
Pay attention to where the measurement is pulled from.

Trust the chalkline,
not the subfloor!

Measuring wall locations
Pay attention to the width of walls, and where
the next measurement is pulled from.

Some walls will need to be wider
to accommodate plumbing or
HVAC penetrations.
These will be called out
as 2x6 (5 ½” wide) or
2x8 (7 ⅜” wide) walls.

If not specified, all
interior walls will be
2x4 (3 ½” wide).

Don’t forget to check
where measurements
begin and to include
the widths of walls
when adding up room
dimensions.

Measuring wall locations
Kitchens

Double-check certain measurements to be sure they
account for finish carpentry and drywall:

Always do the math! Many galley-style kitchens (Ushaped) won’t have measurements called out for the
room dimensions. Even if they do, double-check them!
1) Add up all the cabinet widths.
2) Add ½” everywhere there will be drywall.
3) Stoves need a 31” open space. (That’s 30” for the
appliance and a ½” gap on each side.)
4) Many builders will add 1”-2” to a galley kitchen
layout just in case. During cabinet installation, we
then just install filler strips to fit.
This kitchen has measurements
from the front and back of the
house, but no room dimension.

So we check the
kitchen plan and do
the math. Kitchen
width is much more
important than dining
room width.

Reading the Kitchen Plans

B = Base
18 = 18” wide

W cabinets are Wall
(or upper) cabinets.
(Don’t worry about
these right now. )

W = Wall
33 = 33” wide
15 = 15” tall

Standard height is 30”,
but cabinets over
refrigerators and
ranges are shorter.
Standard depth is 12”
B cabinets are Base
cabinets. These are
the measurements
we add up for room
dimension.

D/W = Dishwasher
Standard width = 24”

DW End panel
Width = 1 ½”

Anything with a B is a Base:
BD = Base of Drawers. RSB = Regular Sink Base.
BLS = Base Lazy Susan. VSB (in bathrooms) = Vanity Sink Base.

Standard height is 34”
(unless a fully ADA
home and called out
otherwise).
Standard depth is 24”

Measuring wall locations
Baths

Double-check certain measurements to be sure
they account for finish carpentry and drywall:

Our standard wall-surround bath tub needs exactly 5’ - 3/16” for a rough opening.
This is usually called out
accurately on plans, but
always double check!

Note: If plans call for 5’ – 1 ⅛” (or similar)
measurement, there is likely a shear or firewall
panel of drywall necessary. These must be
installed before the tub and pass behind the
surround. Always check the plan details!

Best Practice:
Run this wall short and install it
last. When you do, measure from
already installed walls to ensure it
sits at exactly 5’ - 3/16”.

Use a system that works for you.
• You can measure and mark all
interior walls on the floor before
chalking, or you can measure the
big easy ones, chalk them, and
measure from there the rest of
them… as long as you’re accurate!
– Always double-check
measurements.
– Always double-check math!
• Once everything is chalked, then
you can begin plating.

Use clear spray paint to seal
chalk lines against rain/snow.

Follow the same basic steps as plating exterior walls:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Plate Layout: Determine which walls will run long
and which will run short at each corner.
Tack top and bottom plates together before
cutting to increase accuracy of cuts and layout.
Measure and cut plates to fit.
Arrange on subfloor for component layout.

Plate Layout
Determine which walls you want to run short, and which you
want to run long.
• Plan out the easiest, most efficient way to stand the walls in a system.
• It is often easiest to run short walls short and to run long walls long –
then stand the shorter walls first, and butt the longer ones into them.

Plate Layout
For walls longer than 16’:
– Plan where you want to join two plates into one wall.
– Always break plates on a stud on 2’ layout.
– It is best not to break a plate over/at a door.

For example:

A full 16’ plate would
land in the middle of
this doorway.

So instead, break
these plates in the
middle of this stud.

You don’t have to mark the
plate’s full 2’ o.c. stud
layout to do this… just
remember that studs will
be centered every 2 feet.

Cutting Plates Accurately
Tack top and bottom plates together before cutting to
increase accuracy of cuts and layout.
Remember: We tack plates together to increase
accuracy, so make sure it’s done carefully:
a) Square up one end of the boards (making sure all
edges are flush) and nail it first.
b) Work from that end to the other, making sure that
all edges are flush everywhere you drive a nail.
c) Mark the board so that it is obvious
where you started (where the edges
are perfect) and where you finished
(where edges are likely not perfect).
Tacking = Temporary
“Tacking” plates together
means temporarily nailing
them together (with 8d nails
about every 6’) so that they
can easily be separated later.

d) Always measure from the perfect edge
and cut off the imperfect one.

Cutting Plates Efficiently
Framing has the potential to generate a lot of waste.
Advanced framing at this stage is mostly a matter of using
material efficiently, and using scrap ends as much as possible.

To do that:
• Measure all plates before you cut. Make a list for your cut team.
• Cut longest plates first. Cut shorter plates from this scrap.
• Cut any 2x6 plumbing wall plates from leftover exterior wall
plate scraps, if possible.
• Create a safe and protected pile for usable scraps (anything over
10”) so you can easily access them for blocking.

Arrange all plates on subfloor for component layout.
Lay cut plates on chalked lines exactly where they will be installed.

Partitions and Corners
Mark the intersections of walls with partitions and corners.
Partitions

These stud components
will be assembled on site.

They provide secure
attachment for the
intersection of walls
during framing.

They also provide secure
attachment for drywall at
the corners of the rooms.

Corners

Partitions
Mark a partition at every T-intersection of walls.
a.

How you mark it doesn’t matter, as long as it’s
obvious to framers what should go there.

Some draw out the entire
shape of the component.

Others just mark its ends
and label the shape.

Corners
Mark a corner at every L-intersection of walls.
a.

Again, how you mark it doesn’t matter, as long as
it’s obvious to framers what should go there.

Partitions and Corners at plumbing walls
Remember to match the corner/partition to the wall it’s joining.

Some of the combinations possible
at plumbing wall intersections:

There can also be 2x8, 2x10,
and even 2x12 walls.

Stud layout
1.
a.
b.
c.

Mark stud layout every 2’, pulling consistently from one of two directions.
Example: Pulling everything from the back or from the west.
This is for consistency and to make studs easier to find during /after drywall.
Unless called out on plans, no interior walls are load-bearing, so you don’t have to
worry about lining up with joists or trusses.

2.

Remember that it’s 2’ on center.
So measure from the end of the board and
mark 1 ¾” to the left and right of every 2’.

Stud layout
Any studs that land on or within an already-marked partition or
corner can be ignored.
a.

Corners and partitions are made of full-length studs, so you don’t need to
add any extras – even if those component studs aren’t exactly on 2’ layout.

Just make sure you continue your stud layout
uninterrupted, not from the partition studs.

Remember: You don’t need studs exactly every 2 feet.
You need them at least every 2 feet.

Stud layout on load-bearing interior walls
On multi-story homes with stairs, the walls
supporting the stairwell opening are often loadbearing. These should be called out on plans.
Load-bearing interior walls must have studs spaced no more than 16” o.c.
• Lay out these studs so that as many as possible match up to joist layout.
– Because: Joists may not have the same 16” o.c. layout – they could be
19.2” or 2’ on center.
– And code requires: A stud within 5” of each joist in load-bearing walls.
– So: Lay out all 16” o.c. studs and add additional studs where necessary.

Stud Layout: Notes and Exceptions
Tub plumbing wall:
Sometimes studs on layout get in the way.

Center two studs at least 16”
apart where the tub will sit.

This stud would be in the way of
plumbing lines if placed on layout.

Remember: The plumbing lines won’t be in to
remind you about this stud spacing. Make sure
you plan in advance, or you’ll be ripping out
and replacing studs after they’re cap-plated!

Stud Layout: Notes and Exceptions
Add a stud, on the flat, centered 31” from corner
of bathroom wall to attach tub surround to.
So tub plumbing wall layout
should look like this:

Frame short walls at 34” like this:

34”
Add these flat studs in exterior walls as well as in interior walls.

Laying out interior doors
There are four basic types of interior doors in Habitat Denver homes:
Pocket doors

Hinged doors
(single)
By-pass doors

Hinged doors
(double)

Bi-fold doors

Hinged doors
(single and double)
(Non-structural)

On the plans

On your plates

In 3D

1) Measure and mark the center of
the door, per plan measurements.
2) Measure from there half of
the door’s width (door size + 2”).
This is the rough opening.

Note:
Leave at least 3” between the rough opening
and any adjacent walls (or casing won’t fit).

Note:
Non-structural interior doors do
not have trimmers; headers are
attached directly to King studs.

3) Any studs from your 2’ layout that land
within the door opening become Cripples.

Hinged Doors: Notes and Exceptions
Rough opening Width:
Door width (as called out on door schedule) +2”

Rough opening Height:
83” from floor to bottom of header

What if there is no measurement for the center?
Door will be shown either
centered or pushed tight to a corner.

To center a door:
Determine whether the door
should be centered on the
inside or outside of a room:
• Which is more functional?
• Which looks better?
• Which is more important,
in each instance?

To push tight to a corner:
• Always make sure there is at
least 3” between the rough
opening and the corner of
framing for all hinged and
pocket doors.
• If you don’t leave at least 3”
there won’t be room for
casing installation.

Hinged Doors: Notes and Exceptions
Structural Headers
• Plans may call out structural headers in certain walls.
• Not all load-bearing walls need structural headers, and not
all structural headers are located in load-bearing walls.
• When in doubt, verify with the architect/designer.
Cripples
Install cripples on 2’ layout
and tight to King stud.

Structural Header
(2) 2x8s sandwiching ½” OSB

Trimmers
Structural headers must be
supported by trimmer/jack studs.
Cut trimmers to 81 ½”.
Remember to measure
door opening from
inside of trimmers.

Hinged Doors: Notes and Exceptions
The type of room affects where cripples are located.
For all bedrooms and bathrooms:
Center two cripples 14 ½” apart
above these doors.
• These will support the passive
HVAC vents that allow air to
flow in and out of these
rooms when the door is shut.

Hinged Doors: Notes and Exceptions
Sometimes there doesn’t seem to be enough room to fit everything.
This is especially common in small closets:

You can use this partition stud as the king BUT later you’ll have to rip the casing to fit.
You can also slide a partition over a bit, if you’re adding a King stud next to it.

Not recommended.

You can do this (slide the partition
and use it as the king)… but it
really complicates hanging casing.

You can also
substitute this corner
to slide a King over.

Bypass Doors
On the plans

(Non-structural)

In 3D

On your plates
Rough opening Width:
Door width (per door schedule) – 1”
Rough opening Height:
83” from floor to bottom of header

2) Measure from there half of the
door’s width. This is the rough
opening.

1) Measure and mark the
center of the door.
Note:
Non-structural interior doors do
not have trimmers; headers are
attached directly to King studs.

3) Any studs from your 2’ layout that land within the door opening become Cripples.

On the plans

Bi-fold Doors

In 3D

(Non-structural)

On your plates

Rough opening Width:
Door width (per door schedule)
Rough opening Height:
83” from floor to bottom of header

1) Measure and mark
the center of the door
(if called out) and
rough opening per
plan measurements.

Note:
Non-structural interior doors do
not have trimmers; headers are
attached directly to King studs.

2) Any studs from your 2’ layout that land within the door opening become Cripples.

By-pass / Bi-Fold Doors: Notes and Exceptions
Sometimes there doesn’t seem to be enough room to fit everything.

You can use the full stud of
a partition as the King.

We wrap bypass and bi-fold door jambs with
drywall, so no need to leave space for casing.

You can frame a by-pass door opening
up to 2” smaller than the plans call for.
• Because the doors overlap, this will just
increase that overlap.
• Do not frame the opening any larger, or
they won’t overlap enough.

Note: Bi-fold door openings must be exact.

You can do this:

Or this:

And this:

Clearly label everything. This includes:
Name the wall. It can be “Bedroom 2a” or “Charlie,”
as long as it’s obvious what it says and where it goes.
Write that name on the floor where it will sit.

Label the orientation of the plates. This is
commonly a cardinal direction with an arrow,
but can be “Bobby” on one end and “Donny” on
the other to show which walls it will intersect.
Use your own system of labelling, as long it’s
obvious what everything means and where it goes.

Transfer all layout lines and labels to all four sides of the paired plates.

